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THE THREE SPIRES
MEDICAL PRACTICE
WE ARE HERE.

WE CARE.

THE CHANGES
Both at the Practice and in the Truro
area life has been transformed.
Cornwall has been spared the worst of
Covid to date. This is in a large part
down to you and your actions - huge
thank you from us all. Your efforts in
the coming months, combined with
our support, will determine how the
winter goes. We want to make sure it
is as manageable as possible for
everyone.

BEFORE COVID
TRADITIONAL APPOINTMENTS
We are a Practice looking after just
over 16,000 people. Before Covid
arrived we delivered a traditional,
mostly face to face appointment
system with each lasting around 10
minutes.
On a typical day each doctor would
- see 30 people in person.
- speak to around 10 on the telephone
- visit those people who are
housebound.

WE ARE OPEN, JUST IN A DIFFERENT WAY

EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU
MATTER TO US
To make sure that we can look after each of person's specific
needs, whether they are straightforward or complex, we have
used a ‘personal list’ system where you are registered with a
particular doctor. Full-time doctors would have around 2000
people they care for. Less-than-full-time doctors average
1200-1500 patients.
We know you, and you know us. You’ve told us consistently that
you like this arrangement. We have also found it’s much
more satisfying working this way. Knowing you means that
we can understand both the impact and significance of illness
on your life, not just the pure medical issue of the moment.
Since Covid we’ve needed to provide more cross-cover for
each other, so it may not always be possible to speak with your
own doctor.

WHY WE CHANGED
TO KEEP EVERYONE SAFE
Healthcare settings are a potential site of Covid transmission.
By asking you to attend the practice only in situations where
we can’t adequately help you over the phone/video we aim
to reduce the risk of you contracting Covid in the practice,
passing it to other members of the public or healthcare staff.

WHAT HAS CHANGED?
TELEPHONE FIRST.

IN PERSON APPOINTMENT WHEN HELPFUL.

OVERNIGHT CHANGES...

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?

Almost overnight we had to switch to telephone
and video consultations. If we feel, having
spoken with you, that we need to see you face to
face in the practice, we have arranged this with
you.

We remain deeply committed to providing the
help you need, in a timely way. This winter is
likely to be challenging. All of the usual winter
illnesses are expected, plus Covid on top.

We have discovered that many issues we are able
to sort out with you without needing to ask you to
attend the Practice. This has been the case since
the start of the pandemic and is likely to be the
situation for months to come.
Because we can do a lot for you over the phone,
when you come in to the Practice it might seem
quiet in the waiting room. Most of the activity is
now going on in a much less visible space, behind
closed doors. When you come in, you are asked
to wear a mask and socially distance from others
in the waiting room.

PPE & 'HOT' CLINIC
Before and after we see you, we put on/remove
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). We wipe
down the surfaces and all of our equipment. This
takes time. For each 10 minute appointment with
you, we spend another 10 minutes cleaning things
down. This is the same for our nurses &
healthcare assistants.
If we see you in the ‘Hot' Clinic for patients with
Covid symptoms, the precautions are much more
extensive. We have to allow 30 minutes to see
each person.
In order to be able to care for everyone
effectively, we need to continue to call in to the
practice only those people for whom we can’t
care well at a distance.

UPDATE: COVID VACCINE
WE WILL BE IN TOUCH ONCE WE
HAVE MORE INFORMATION TO
SHARE WITH YOU.

With Covid likely to be with us for months to
come, we will need to continue providing most of
our care to you initially by phone and in person
when needed.
Once Covid has settled we will have a chance to
rethink and your feedback then on how you want
us to help you most effectively will be essential.
For now, thank you very much for understanding
the need for these changes..

IF YOU'RE UNWELL AND NEED
OUR HELP, AS EVER, GET IN
TOUCH...
How you choose to make contact will depend
both on the urgency and type of the inquiry.
Self care For information on Covid and more
see https://www.nhs.uk/
By phone (01872 272 272) to arrange a telephone
appointment. Typically we are able to sort out
more than half of queries over the phone. In the
remainder we can arrange a face to face
appointment.
eConsult enquiries. They are particularly good if
you are busy at work and want to make contact
around your other commitments. Well suited to
administrative inquiries.
https://threespiresmedicalp.webgp.com
Our website is the way to find out more and
request your repeat prescriptions.
https://www.threespiresmedical.co.uk
Life threatening emergencies - call 999.

THANK YOU,
THE TEAM AT THREE SPIRES

